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. 'THE COLLEGE CURRICULUM AND Th MARKET.PLACE:

Academic DisCiplines and the Trend Toward Vocationalism in the 1970s

ABSTRACT

What is taught, what is learned, and how they relate to graduate

employment: this inquiry endeavors fir/st to .bring these diffuse ooncerns ihto

a structured frame of reference,-and then' to interOet-the general direction

I J
;-

of change in this decade. Instead of ppnsPdering the most renown'universities,

those most often .0ken to represent Amer call higher education, the focus here

C A

. is on the broad middle of the academic hi i7archy and on the average college

graduates who immediately enter the-labor markef. At the beginning of the
.,)

4 ,

seVenties a consensus reigned that these institutions ought to elmulate folthe

/

best.of their abilities the academic leaders by keeping pace wififi the extra-
,

ordinary-prolifieration of disciptinary scholarship. . That lihis t 'pe of

specialized Oucation bore little relation to t e likely occupati ns of

diSciplinayy graduates was not of great importan until the graduate labor

markets began to tighten. This inaugurated an acc &rating trend toward

vocationali5m which has induceUthese inWtutions creasingly to -stake

their futures and their discretidnary resources von I strumental subjects.

/ /
These developments have-contributed to.a deterioration'o the former consensus)

on academic values and a certain demoralization of discipl nary faculty. Yet,

% from ttfe perspective of Thurow's job-competi on model, t'he rge increase

in instrumental graduates (outside of some technical fields lik computer

scienCe) does not represent a better articulation of education a employment,

,nor does it constitute a productive social ,inves ent. Thus, the traditional

,

missioh of American undergraduate Oucation disinterested learnihg for

'cultural enrichment and intelltct al develTent previously overshadowed
, ..

.- ...

/
%

by the academic revolution, now:a Pears fh danger of being djsplaced by

vocational prograMs of dubious value.
,

.

I

%,
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For 1976 the American Association Of Higher Educationschose for

the theme of its tinnual conference "the relation between higher education 'and

/3*

work" (Vermilye 1.977). The choice was a oPical, even an urgent concern far

PA the'assembled representatives of the insiitutions and supra-institutional -

agencies of American hfghei- education. By fhis dat6 ft had become clear that

the traditional relationship between a bachelor's degree and the preferred

.occupational.slots in the nation's labor markets'had weakened or collapsed in

numerous fields. More young people-wer6 graduating froM college than the

sluggish markets for h' ly trained personnel AUld absorb, and income
9

differentials between college and non-cbllege workersipappeared to be narrow-431g

significvtly (FreeMan 1976; Freeman & Halloman 1975). The thre4 to thes well-

being of Amet:ican colleges and universittes was implicitly recognized. Everyone

knew that there would be smaller age cohorts entering .college by the end of the

*ade;..perhaps a dwindling proportion of those small cohorts would find it

economically enticing to go to college (cf. Dresch 1975).

If one could summarize the sentiments of this AAHE Conference in a few

ords, obviously an oversimplification, it would be that this impending crisis

Y

should be resolved in the workplace rather than on Campus. rf ployers would

grant, greater recognition to the benefits of higher education, and if more

jIngenious wayt*could be arranged to provide mofT education to those already.

empioyed, American colleges and universities would be guaranteed a sufficient

clientele to maintain)their aCcustomed level of activity. Although this would

appear to
4

be a classLc I'm all right, Jack" response to an unsettling challenge,

the representatives of higher education may have been prevented from contemplat-

ing fundamental changes.on their side< some deep-seatediorganizational reflexes..

ler

roM the outside it.may appear a simple matter to alter a College curriculum

thçder to provide more vocational or practical content. The college course
9
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list today is uSually described as J. supermarket or cafeteria,;-why not just

replace some of the items, or rearrange the merchandise? Unfortunately, the

comparison made by a college president that changing a college curriculum is

analaqous toeoving a cemetery is probably closer to the truth. What appears

on the siirface to be fAagmented, atomistic and maleable in fact poSsesses a

resilient inner structure highly sistant to external forces. Whether Ummorow's

college .graduates could be equipped with different skills that would make them

more prized in the-labor, market, and whether they should be, are questions that

cannot 'be-treated'in isolation.(-They go to.the'heart of what it'is col;legesdo,

and how they are organized to do,it. tor is the nexus that binds together these

dlsparate concerns difficult to Ad. It ies in the classroom.where professors
_a

'who are-charged to.teach transmit knowledge t6 students who have come to earn.

Col.lege knowledge and competition for jobs

Teaching and le;4:1Nng--theransmission of knowledge--are so.obviously.
.

.
.

the central,tasks pf higher education that it scarcely needs mention. In fact,,

the large body of research concerned with the outcomes of hisgher education

virtually takes this for granted. Instead such-literature concentrates on the

changes cqllege produces in,pehavior,-earnings and life changes; and hoWthese

changes vary for different categories of students, 6 for different types of

institution (Astin 1977, Bowen 1977, Feldman & Newcomb P973, Pace 1979, Sblmon

& TaubmaW1973). The subject of wfiat students learn is requently addressedby

coll'ege officers and spokesmen for h'igher education; who are innately disposed
A

t to make rather far-reaching and unsubstantiated claims in this regard. A similar

distortion occurs whenever controversies over curriculum arise: relatively minor

ghangessin the courses students take are assuRred to produce substantial effects

in the eventual mental make-up of graduates. However, in order to distinguish

how a graduati4 senior differs from an entering freshman, and to' consider why -
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that gradu4e should reCeive a premium-in tpe laborliarket, it would seem

necessary first to obtain a realisticsassessment of what thlk student might

hgve lwned durfng four years of attending classes. AlthOugh th-is is a

potentially an. -immense task, the probleM-can be clarified considerably by,

ufidertaking a rudimentary classification of,heehtngs that colleges teach..

First there is the large and unwieldy category that could be called
,

general knowledge: This would encompass both basic skills acquirpd or refined,
t AP

plus the diverse bits and clumps of information that are picked up during the

course af 4ndergraduate studies. In oth cases any benefit derived from this

0 .

knowledqe is likely to be indirect, and a'ny subsequent utility a random ,

urrence. Basic skills would certainly includeNfundamental mathemat%s, like

calculus or statistics; and would also include-the'impf-oUement of language skills

or acquiring general competence in one.of the fine arts or a foreign language.

Information of a general character (i.e.-with low disciplinary specificity) is

available in profusion from entry-level course In the soCial scihees, literature,

history, or introductory science coursei. Much of the first,two years of college

is in fact designedoto augment the student's stock of general knowledge. The

importance of this aspeCt of knowledge should not be underestimated. Superficiallx
.

pvhaps the inost distirguising features of a college graduate are,clue to the

greater qu Th-tyand (because it is learned from hiOly competent sources)

superior q 1ality of their general knowledge--their facility with language,_ their

acquaintance with a wider universe of facts, etc. . . 'But the difference goes

deeper. Wider general knowledge sh roqld go along with greate ability to size-up ,

, f.
* 1,

\
problems, make causal inferences, to deal intelligently with matters transcending

ones immediate reals of experience.

/ -Beyond these types of qeneralknowledge students'are invariably required

to attain,more.-specialized knowledge in order to qualify for a bachelor's degree.

However'', the spetialized knowledge a student concentrates in may take either of



two readily distinguishable forms--disciplinary knowledge' or instrumental

knowledge. S.

Academic disciplines provide the infrastructure of American colleges_

-and universities. They are the usual bases for 'department, as well as.most

course offerings. Yet, an academic discipline is a difficult entity to define.

It is at once a tangible organization, but'one erected upon a largely implicit,

exceedingly messy,-sometimes badly overgrown cognitive foundation. This

foundation, the cognitive domain of the disciplille, is a well-mapped territory

where each practitioner occOies a,definite location; and it is sections of

thit domain that are marked out and offered to students in the form of courses.

The cognitive domain itself is both closed and constantly expanding. The

organizational imperaiive of disciRlines is the constant.exPansion of Itheir

base the continnl disc-overy of new knowledge along with periodic reassessment

and consolidation of re old. However, this cumulation of knowledge only takes

place wikhin a structure of assumptions that order:the material, determiine what
z-,/,

is relevant, and establish what methods are acceptable. This is primarily

because the phenomenon under investigation must tze to someextent isolated in

order to be understood. It is also due ta the fact that the questions to be

asked and thq methodology to be employed are a function of the body of existing

knowledge in the discipline. The essential point, then, is that disciplinary

knowledge, by origin and by' nature, serves the special purposeS of the

discipline that engenders it. It is only a ,partial eflection of the,real

world,.refracted through the particular limiting condi ions inherent to that

cognitive domain. This is perhaps most evident in the social and behavioral

sciences, where each discipline examines human activities from a distinctly

different perspective: But-it ls also true for the disci.pline of history,

which depends upon enormous selectivi1y, amorphous abstractions and "vaSt

impersonal forces" to fashion the real world of the pastlinto meaninful patterns.
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The natural scie.nces are more obviously recondite and theoretical, and more.

.ingle-minde'dly dedicated to expanding their,own particular frontiers of

/ f
knowledge.

Instr'umental knowledge',. by way of contrast, exists for an OteriOr

end. It is ini'ended to be useful in a practical or vocational sense-=to permit

those who have it to do things that are valued in the workplace. Intrumental

t> A
subjectsin the university may'be organized much like academic disciplines,

but they ultimately operate on different principles. The creation of hew

kriLledge may be animportant objective,-but it isnot an end in itse4f. These

subjects are more likely to b'orrow general features of their intellectual.

technology from the disciplineS (theory, concepts-, methods), rather than generate

tieir ow6(-AncT, when it comes to evaluation, the ultimate criteria of success

lie in the realm of appliCation.

It is common* argued that much of the learning in'college takes place

outside pf the classroom, that the expetkienCe of collegp produces important

soe'4ajralion effects and contributes,to-some aspects bf moral development

(cf. Bowen 1977). Howeyer, even'thou0 these things might-be learned in college,'

they are not explicitly taught there. ,This makes them iqm,some sense opKonal

- outcomes. A student living at home while attending classes (or not attending ,

classes at all), for example, might lie quite i7ervious to these types of

socialization effects. The case for positive moral effects of college is even

more dubious. The prosaic truth is that a baChelor's degree only signifies

that the recipient has at one time Or another completed the rqujrements for

the 32-40 courses listed on his or her transcript. The content of these courses

can be classified as general, disciplinary or instrumental knowledge.

The exact mix of these forms of knowledge would naturally vary fbr

each individual graduate. It is never-theless possible to assign graduates to
*

either a disciplinary or an instrumental orientation according to their field

I0
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of concentration (Table 1). Although'some fields are more difficult to

clasSify than others, 'the-most ambiguous cases re in specialties of little

numericaT, importance. :There is no ambIguity about the general 'trend in this

decade away from scils/TIIpli ary majors in favor of the instrumental2subjectS.
1

Thit trend is all the m/'e striking in light of the sIeAdy decline iweducation
,

majOrs.. In the class of 197i business ors surpasse-ciAducation graduates as

the largest category of graduates, comprising one of every six bachelor's

, degrees. It woUld be easy to'attrfbute this trend solely to the pressure of

,an ever-tightening job market. In fact, it will be shown that disciPTinary

graduates aneihstrumental graduates face fundamentally different market

conditions. First, however, it:is necessary to specify in sofe detail the

linkages between higher education and jobs.

Several aspects of this relationship have been,clarified by Lester

Thurow (1975) in an influential challenge of neo-classical economic doctrine.

,His starting point is the finding, corroborated in a number of studies, (cf.

C011ins 1979), that,productive labor, skills are largely learned on the job.

This means that potential employees, especially for entry level positions, are

not really offering their skills for hire; they are seeking tr6ining opportunities

in order to acquire the skills that will in ttme make them productive and

effi,cient workers. Thus the competition is for jobs, not wages as in neo-

classical economics; and Thurow accordingly labels his perspective a "job

competition model." It ts-in the interest,of imployers to choose employees who

will be able to produce more than they cost in the shortest possible time. The

fitness of a candidate for a Particular job depends upon his or her "backgrcund
s,

characteristics",which indicate appropriateness for .a position and/or relative

ability. Fitness also depends upon the amount of "training cost that will

have to be borne by the emplOyer. Highpr education is relevant to both.these

considerations. A bachelor's degree as a background characteristic has long

7 r.
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:Table : Bachelor's Degree AN;7ar8ed by AmeriRali Coliegess'end Universities

by Subject. (R.-. thOudanAs)

ACKDEMIC
Biological Sciences
Letters.
Fine Arts
.Foreign.Language
Mathematics
Playsical Science

Psychology
Theology
S'ocial Science'

''Other

Area Studies
Interdisciplinary

.1 .0

..1964 1968 1972 1976 . 1271

N.. .' % N -. % N % ..N % N , %

222.8 48.4
22.8, '5.

37.8 8.7

12 2.6

12.4 2.7
-, 18.6 4-1

17.5 -3.8

13.6 .1 2;9

27 .6

78.3, 17.

INSTRUMENTAL
Agriculture & Forestry
'Architecture
-Businesi

Computer Science
Education
Engine"ering
Applied Fine Arts
Health Prof,
Home Economics
Journalism/Communications
Library Science
Military Science
Other
Public Affaits

237.7 51.6
6.1 1.3
.6 .1

56.1 12.2

112.5

'33.4

4,

.24.4

7.2

.9

11.6 2.5"

4.9 1.1
,2.2 , ,5

. .5

2.7 1.0

3.1

TOTAL: 460.5 .100

324.9 .:51.4 419. 47.2 405.6 43.8

31.8
J

5 373 -4.2. 54.3 .. 5.9 .,

61 73.3 ,..8.1 51.5 . 5.6

11.3 .1,8 ' 21.9 2,5 30.7 3:3' c-

19.3 3 18.8 .2.1 15.5 1.7

23.5 3.7 -' 21.7 2.7--.. 16 .. 1.7

19.4 .- 3.1 .20.7 ,2.3.,"- 21.5 -2.3. .

. 23:8 -3.8 43,1 -4.9 _49.9 5,4

. 2.3 0.4 2.6. -0.3 ,. 3.7 0.4

123.8 '19.6 158.8 17.9 12713 .' 13.8

8.7
,

0

1.4
2.8 -.0,3. 3,1 .0.3

16 -
-1.8' 32.1:
4

...

.3.5

307:6 48.6 465..9, 52.5 520.1 56.2

7.3 "1..2 13.5 1.5 19.4 2.1

3 0.5 '6.4 0.7 9.1 1

79.5 12.6 122 13.7' -143.4 15.:5

3.4 0.4' 5.7 0.6

134.9 21.3 .191.2 21.5 1;4.8. .16.7

37:4 5.9 51:2 5.8 46.3 . 5

6.9 '1.1 9.7 1.1 11.4 .F.2

17.4 3:2 54' . 5.8

7.4: 1.,2 12.1 . 17.4 1.9 '

0.7 -12.3 1.,4 21,3 .2.3

. .8 1 .8
,',

,2 1.3 9.4 0.3 -.1.2 0.4

- 5.5 . 1.5 2.1
.

12.6 1.4 33.2 3.6 .

'632.3 100 8-87.3 100 925.7 , 109.

391.1 42.1

' 54.2, 5,8

47.5 . 5.1

30.7 3.3

14-.3 '1.5

14,3 1.5

22.6 2.4

47.8 5.1

.' 4.1 0.4

118.:3 12.7

', 3. 0.3

, 34.2 3.7 Z
,

537.2 ' 57.9

21.5 2.3
-

9:3 1

15.3-8 16.6
6.4 0.7

'145.4 15.6
. '49.7 5.4

11.4 1.2
57.8 6.2
17:6- 1.-9

23.2 2.5

1 l- 0,5
.

2.6_)
36.7 4

1 -.2

928.3 100

'Source:- Natioffal Center for Educational Statistics, Digest of Educational Statistics,,1966, 1970, 1975, 1978.
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been a,screening dev4c Jor certain levels cif employment since it is a

fai rly reliable and conyenlent indicator of preferred soCial and
4

'intellectual qualiti68.. In technical fields a B.S. also signifies46at

, part of the anteriortraining costs have been covered by the employee.
e-.

y

,An engineer, for example, still lead's much of his-trade on the folor, but'

his edvCaton proOdes,a prior and necesary base upon which this learning,

occurs. tince each job candidate's qUalifications -areto some extent different,

Thurbw visualizes the job seekers as formingsa "labor qd0e",with the most-

"-desirable employees at the head of the'line.

/The situation of fhstruMental graduates can be readily described in

terms of Tboow's framework. Their occupationally specific education bas

groomedthem for one, and sovietimes only one.; distinct labor queue. Their

prjbrity in Olat queue is* unChallengeable by any outsiders. One can assume

that they possess'a selectiye 'affinity for their chosen ca'reer; that this

has been'further reinfoi-ced throuah socialization during their specialized

educatidn; in most cases that Some of the potential training costs have

already teen borne by the candidate. The position of any instrumental

graduateln_his or her specific labor queue, then, ought to depend largely

-

94pon factort related to schooling.

The caSe of disciplinary graduates is far more ambiguous.' For them.

the relationship between what is learned,in college and skills or abilities

-that will be utilized on- job is exceed gly loose. The dimensions of tbis

relationship may be expose1 by posing the question: how important is the

quality of disciplinary knowledge (as recoggized in the discipline) learned

,

by the disciflinary graduate'for his or her opportunities after graduation?

, In other words, do the level of instruction received and the relative
-,/

achiOement of a graduate have a significant influence upon at least the
4X1

/ immediate.postgraduate career? The answer, not surprftingly, depends upon
. .

4101
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what the disciplinary graduate attempts to do. Thd following table

estimates the significance of the conient.of a disciplinary bachelor's, degree-

for entry to and subsequent performance in six common career, alternativec

TABLE 2 Importance of Disciplinary Knowledge for DisciPlinary Graduates
in Possible Career Paths

entry performance

Graduate school in disciplihe + -+
Professiona.1 school t I 0

.,Teaching (in subject, put-prim.) 0 , +
Discipline-related work (?) 0 0

Civil ervice positon
.

Teneral training position. i /

_(e.g. management, sale?

4

+ ---- large importance
kr(:_ 0 = little importance.,

= no importance

The first-two categories, the ones for which disciplinary knowledge

most important, do Mot pertain to occupations at all, bUt rather to the option

-of undertaking more advanced and more speci5IiRed schooling. (Neverthele,

the influence Orthis sector upon the labor markets for college graduates

will be apparent below.) Here entrance is determined largely by college

411

Whievement (course grades) arid relative scores on standardized tests which

reflect.course content (GRE, 'LSAT, or MCAT). Undergraduatk disciplinary

'knowledge will obviously be high'y relevant for a student continUing on in

graduate school; it will be somewhat relevant in medical school; and it.will

,probably play a comparatively minor role for 'the student of law.

For those who enter post-primary teaching.(i.e. who have disciplinary ,

majors nd Minors, plus a teaching.certificate) the content of their courses

should retain some significance. pis category has always cOnstituted a large

proporti7 of the, disciplinary graduates. The widely publicized deterioration

of 'the marafor teachers during the 1970s has undoubtedly affected the

A

career choices of many students. Statistics Qn the number of post-primary

teaching candidates are not available, but there is no reason to think that

1

12
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'111, their situaiion wttild be dissimilat4:to elementary education majors: That

group declined 35Vin absolute numlaers fram.1972 tã 1976, or from IA of

, all bachelor'.s degrees to just W. It seemvost probable, then, that the

,
weakening of this Single marKet for college.gradua,tes accounts in itself

.:

for a pOrtion of the overall decline of'disciplinary major's. .. r.

The category of "discipline-related work" could 4 regarded as atIgely

hypothetical. While one could cull hundreds of such job's froVpublications
. ,

.

.

,

on caceers, there, aré for the most part few positions of this type.,.and t e
. 4

discfplinary'knowledge ihey require is ikely to be a small and rather

perfunctory part of the discipline's cognitive domain. The English major
i

fortunate enough to land a jp as-an editorial assistant will be operating

quite differently than in a literature class. Biology or themistry majors

might find more jobs to choose from in their subject, but they would prdbablY

involve some*hing ike operating sophiticated instrumentation. Tasks,-

requiring the kind\of theore-tical grasp-that academic disciplines routinely

require are generally assigned to workers'.with demonstrably greater

competence--i.e. with graduate degrees or considerable relevant experience.

The final two'categories define a general abor queue for college

-graduates covering both the' public and'the private sector's. Hqre what is

earned in college clastrooms has little direct bearing upon the activities

off the workplace. There are a few or nodinterior skills required because these

positions represent, explicitly or implicitly, training opportunitieS. Hence,

this market can be conceptualized for the purposes of this essay as a single,

unClifferentiated abor queue. In fact, for actual matching of applicant and

job a great deal of differentiation must take place. However, this would be

done oh the basis of a variety of background characteristics besides college

major. With the collapse .cif the teaching market in this decade.the general.-

graduate abor queue has perforce become the primary job-hunting area for.

7'13-

,
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'disciplinary badhelors,. However, they have-no monopoly in these markets.

They might have to coMiDete -With instrumental bachelors who. have "spiAled ov.er"

from specialized lallor queues with eXcess graduates. And, the most desirable

training Slots m-Ight ao to general business majors in\the private sectbrfpor

publip administration graduates in the civil sprvice. Nevertheless,'

/- .

disciplinary'bachelors must still .findipeir relative places in the general

graduate labor queue. Furthermore,'it should be evident tRat,the spe fic,_

/ .

contentstof their college major will be-of no direct use for landing or'
, L

laboring. thin ese potential jobs.- This raises the-question once more rbut

in a more specific and acute manner; of what _college contributes to t e

suitability of disciplinary graduates for general positions.

A wide variety of argumenIs have been presented to the effect that a

'
college education is largely a screening device of employcns for selecting'

relatiqely high.intelligence and desirable social characteristics' (cf. Dore

1976). Thi.s is undoubtedly an important factor operating with the.graduate

labor markets,'but it is not stj,ficient in itself to explain the'relation

between-schooling and work. Scre ing for intelligence could be accompltshed

more efficiently through existing standardized tests, and socialization might

4
-0P

be done more reliably at finishing schools. The
.

wilier-riding purpose of college

is cognitive learning; any analysis that ignores this fact is certain to end
tit

in facile cynicism (cf. Collins 191,79). This means; then, that the traditional

and often hackneyed claims aboUt the intellectualitenefits of a college education

must be given serious considerati,on in order to ascertain the qualifications of

disciplinary graduates. There is an imme iate problem, however, of distinguish-

ing the allegedbenefits of general knowledge, cquired more or less by all

graduates, from those of disciplinary knowledge, the special attribute of the

disciplinary graduate.

There is little guidanc4 in the literature for making this distinction.

-N
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Studies on the cognitive outcomes of college are difficult enough to

interpret without even approaching these nuances. But, one can still

hyPothesie an idealTtypical importance fbr disciplinary knowledge--a residue

of.intellectual capabilities that remain with.the graduate after course contents
)

.
).=

are forgotten. ' These are sometimes called t proCess''Roducts as opposed to
,. .

the end products of-learning (Doise'1976). More specifically, they iriclude

"the most basic learning processes".

those by which we abstract order from our experience and in
the process elaborate new means of discrimination for the
dis i ation of further order. The'eSsential product of
such rocesses is not knowledge in the discursive sense, but
is manifest rater as aptitude, skill, Capacity, motivation,
discrimination, intuition and,rationality. (Hawkint 1973,

'p. 491).

Advanced instruction in a discipline ought to accomplish such learning on a

very high 'Level. While the first'two years of college are primarily inteded

to acquaint the student with broad theoretical issues and to stimulate

reflection on various aspects of the human condition, advanced learning

demands more controlled thought based upon the accumulated knowledge and

reigning methods of the discipline. It is this type of intellectual endeavor

tha, should develop and ortify a student's capacity to deal with "cognitive

complexity" (Spaeth1976). Working within the specific paradigms of disciplines

necessarily develops deeper Mental paradigms governing ways of thinking: the

relationship between factual evidence and general conclusions; how to see

problems from different perspectives; the ability to collect, organize and,:

presentknowledge; critical analysis; the capacity for self-directed learning;

and, emulation of the intel/ect 1 standards of diKcipliilary scholarship. Such

themes could be elaborated ad nauseum. However, the essential point is that

these qualities cannot be assimilated through introductory textbooks--the dry

distillation of past research. They require the active participation of the

; student, even in the rudimentary and contrived setting of the classroom, in
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the continual ferment of disciplinarx scholarship.

. O'this line of thought is sowthing less than'a revelation it would

be because American higher education is,virtually4redicated Upon the'

assumption that four years of undgrgradpate ,study produces benefits such as

thpse, And, most well-placed observers would 'probably agree.that prortelsly

prepareedisciplinary graduates exhib4 the e qualities.. HoWever,'not many IC

'would go so far as to-arbue that all 400,00kJ of the11976 disciplinary bachelors ,

r

were 4mbued with these intellectual Virtues. This consideration somewhat comOli-
,

-cates.the question of the value of a disciplinary degree.

It is b?th natural and obvious that the 10els of achievement of college

graAm'ates would vary widely. .The extent of cognitive learning cotelates Mbst

strongly with the initial abilities of students (Astin 1973). Given the

differential selectivity of American colle0s, these stUdents are distributed

according,to abilities over institutions of vastly different quality. Alexander

4 Astin has hoted, that, jthe ieast able students in highly selectiye colleges are

in general academically superior.to the most able Students in the least 'selective

colleges" (1971, p. 31). Jt is difficult to establish'reliably jOt.what the'.

impact.of college 'quality upon learning would be for students of equal abilities.
4

---.)Nevertheless, the conclusion of Lewis 'olmon (1973) that the relative benefits

of high quality tilstitutions were disproportionately greater for high ability

students seems quite plausible: It would seem a-likely hypothesis that the

incidence of the intellec ual benefits of disciplinary study would exhibit a
4

similar pattern, i. . th t disciplinary graduates of high ability who attended

higher quality instit ions would most'strongly manifest the mental.attributes

expected and desired of graduates. The reasons for this are inherent to

disciplinary Inowledge (the means employed to achieve this end). First, it is

recondite in the sense that it demands the comprehens(an of considerable prior

knowledge of facts and methods. Secondly, insafar as disciplines are alive
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they are4ccupied with the changing understanding of the phenomena'in their

cognitive domain. "Vital" disaiplinary knowledge is consequently complex and

difficult becavse it .rargely,consists of puzzles that have only recently been

solved:

The lasting benefits of .advanced disciplinary.study, then, would seem to

depend Ron ability, motivatton an4 institutional setting. Studenes.of modest

abilities with passive or perfunctory approaches to their course work -an-d

located in departments_remote from the intellect* life.-of'the disciplines
4

would doubtless still acquire a certain amount of casual knowledge,.however,

they would be unlikely to cultivate the deeper.mental pradigms that.constitute

the residual benefits of disciplinary training. Moreover, there is good reason .

to suspeCt that a large proportion of the discipljnary graduees competing for

preferment in the general graduate laboi; queue fall within this category.

Those students who are most succe sful in their undergraduate studies bave

a high propensity to continue on to graduate or ,professional school. Elite -

-N

universities now send three-fifihs of their graduating classes directly to

graduate and professional schools, and perhaps another fifth intend to follow

at some later date. A.global estimate of the preportion of disciplinary graduates

who'imm6diately pursue post-graduate stUdents in the disciplines, plus first-year

graduate students in the disciplines, plus first-year studerits in law and medicine

(154,000 total for 1976) with the number of disciplinary graduates (405,600 for

1976).} From this it seen likely that three of eight (38%) disciplinary graduates

stayed in schooL although the percentage was certainly greater for men (46%)
rr

than it was for''women (28%).2 Thus, the obverse meaning of this fact is that

the disciplinary graduates who entered the labor Market repres.ent a negatively

selected population. They are heavtly drawn from the academically less successful

half of all disciplinary gra tes--those who have been least well served by

their disciplinary studie

.

1 9
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Disciplinary .graduates who enter the general graduate labor queue would

once have been considered the stereotypical product of AMerican higher education.

Presently*hey. constitute no more than 25,' of each yea,'" s graduating class.

_Although-they:are probably not,the rpost gifted graduates of tHe systemv th y

((''are nevertheless intellctually able'in comparison to the general population.
4 -

ee 45% of young Americahs go to college after high sciFol (60%,of high school

graduates), yet a'ccording ta the Bureau of the Census only 20% of an age cohort
.

manage to 'graduate from college by age 24_ Open admissions to American colleges

has notort dege ted into open commencement. Some slackard; obviously do

make it through '(as they always have), but for most of the unfit the course is

simply too alkous, too fr'ustrating, and finally too 'long. A college degree

is consequently still a significant "screen", requiring ability and application,

and in the end guaranteeing superior general kno ledge and basic skills. If tt

disciplinary graduates in the general graduate labor queue,are not the cream of

this population of graduates, neither are they the dregs. Students with the

weakest academic abilities preponderantly avoid concentrating in a discipline.

This amorphous quarter of retent graduating classes essentially are, and for

convenience may be called, the "middling grads."

When the educational experiences.of the middling grads is compared to

that of their more able classmates bound for graduate study, fundamental

differences emerge. Between the future graduate students1nd their faculty

Mentors a symbiotic nelationship exists: Professors creating and disseminating

knowledge according to the culture of their discipline provide these students

with information of immediate value for their career preparation, while also

giving them challenging material for dbveloping their intellectual prowess.

Thviddling grads, however, have Momewhat less ability and considerably less

motivation to follow their Veachers into the recondite and esoteric reaches of

disciplinary scholarship. Their minimal acco shments consequently do not

(
02-2
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greatly improve their powerS of ratiocination. The reult is a lack of

/
consruence between the disciplinary culture and the needslhof the middling

.

I.

studqpts:. These *udents tend to hinder the proTessorst fulfillment of their

4
disciplinary roles, while the advanced discip1ina'ry instructioltthey receive

offers them little, of lasting benefit. lr _

This picture ma be an oversimplification, but the dysfunctional relation-

l

,

ship it reveals betw e n studeRts arid teachers within.a substantial part of
1

T

American higher education is not. The existence of this dysfunction has in

fact giVeh rise to powerful pressOes that have acted upon American higher

education in two related but different ways. First, the discipli ary curriculum

"we

has come under heavy pressure as a result of student defections d the reactions

of college administrators feary of losing enrollments'. Secondl , the weakness

of the dTscIlolinary curriculum has had repercussions on the organizational

influence of the disciplinary faculty As theimportance of their organizational -

technology has depreciated, so has the weight of disciplinary.criteria in

complex equations determining higher educational, policy at 611 levels. BOth°

'these developments are among the most important of this decade for American,

colleges and universities. However, in order to distinguish what is revolution

about these movements from what is essentially 'a reassertion of ubiquitous forces

it is necessary to view the developments of the 'seventies in a larger historlcal

perspective.

The academic revolutiob an4d beyond

In a famous essay writnn in the mid-fifties, David Riesman depicted American

higher education as a long, snake-like procession. At its head were perhaps 1

institutions of good academic quality more or less keeping pace with the leading

.institutions. In.the middle ranks things became more muddled: institutions had

to respond to incompatible incentives to emulate what ,they perceived to be the

v

ii
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trends among the academicleadership,:yet also meet the parochial demands

of their local constituencies. At the tail of the procession Riesman fOund

intellectual torpor among institutions that "are colleges only by grace of',

semanitic genetosity" (Riesman 1956, p. 49). Although this essay sometime7

interpreted a i,ndcating a process of. f011owIthe-leader, iesman's-ultimate

point is quite different. DesPite a certain degree of "academic isomorphism"

near tbe front of the procession, the growing corxity.of American higher

educati& seeNd to assure "that no single prestigC4s*m can doMinat the
a

great variety of subsystems" (p. 24).

Only a decade later, Riesman, in_collaboration with Christopher Jencks,

described an entirely different situation. An "academic revolution," in the

fifties just perceptible.'among the top thir'd of institutions, had by the late

sixties fransformed the bulk of American higher education (Jencks & Riesman 1968).

The underlying cNe of the revolution was the unprecedented expansion of higher

education:but the soldiers of the revolution were young Ph.D.'s, trained in

disciplinary sOolarship atrresearch universities, who staffed the burgeoning

departments and multiplying campuses. With them and partly because of them caMe

the tacit acceptance of a single model throughout most of tt'T academic procession.

This was the "univer'sity college" of the leading academic institutionOwhich

essentially, prepares its students for graduate and professional-schools through

an immersion'in advanced disciplinary scholarship. h a mOdel implitlf

assumed a unidimensional standaisd of merit based upon _academic excellence which

would apply in different ways to both students and faculty: Dut.i,fig the 1960s,

then the universitvKollege rather suddenly became the "fruition of the academic

revolution at the undergraduate leV0-," and "the model for the future." Many of

special-interest colleges near the tail of the academic procession were able

to resist its allure. However, to appreciate the true extent of the academic

re-volution-it is best-6i exchange -Riesman's metaphor for the mase concretv

r,

Carnegie classif tion ofinstitutions of higher education (See ;Table 3).

22
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TABLE Carnegie Classification of Institutions of Higher Education*

Research Universities II

1976
enrol1Tent ('000s)

1,144. 16.5

status

Research Universities II 802.7 11.6
1

Doctorate-Granting Universities I 804.8 11.6 , 0

Doctorate-Granting Universities II *304.6 4.4 0

Comprehensive Universities &
. Colleges I: Public 2,055.8 29.6 0\

Comprehensive Universities &

.Colleges I: Private . 571.6

Comprehensive Universities &

Colleges II 542.1 7.8

Liberal Afts I 153.5 2.2

LibetAal Arts II 377.7 5.4k

Spei'alized. Institutions
(undergraduate)

182;8 2.6

TOTAL 6,939.6 100

KEY: + = true university college
0 = quasi university college
= non university col14gs

* Not including two-year colleges, predominately graduate or non-degree

specialized institutiops and instituions of non-traditional study.

SOURCE: Carnegie Council on Policy Studies'in Higher Education, A Classifica-

ation of Institutions of Higher Education. Revised Edition, Berkeley,

California: 1976.

)

The classification attempted in Table 3, while admittedly crude, still ,

provides a clearer picture of the head, middle'and,tail'bf the academic procession,

Since the enrollment figures Oven here include graduate and professional students

they may only be employed for schematic purposes. Nevertheless, it would seem

,that about a quarter of undergraduates are in degree-granting institutions

of the university-college type, where it could be assumed that their studies are
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largely a prelude to graduate Or professional schools. A similar proportion ,

attend institutions clearly below the threshold where academic Criteria, become

a Major concern. The academiC revolution may have affeCted this latter t9pe of

institution.in numerous ways, but either their traditional mission or their

limited resources have generally prevented them from'atcepting the challenoe

of competition in the academic Mode. 'This leaves perhaps half of all under-'

graduate students in colleges and universities that'have:been substantially ,

transfOrmed by the academic revolution. In fact; most of the 300+ public

institutions in these categories (compared with only 29 private schools) may be

said in a fundamental way to be the creatures of the academic revolution. Many

are teachers colleges that have raised themselves to university statbisly

enhancing their academic stature, strenghthening the faullty and offering graduate

degrees: Others are branch compuses of research universities, and still others

are Units of multicampus systems, such as the Ealifornia State Colleges, SUNY and

CUNY. In either case a fairly comprehensive offering of specialized courses and

a partial faculty orientation to research are institutidnalized throughout the

sYstem. It was in this large middle of American academia, then, and more precisely

in its discipliWy departments, that the transformafion described by Jencks and'

Riesman was most revolutionary:

The accomplishments of the academic revolution should be given their due.

From the standpoint of disciplinary scholarship it constituted an extraordinary

upgrading of the undergraduate curriculum. And, the research effort of American

universities during this period set the standard for the World. What is most

astonishing about these developments in comparison with other national systems

ofshigher education is the; breadth that was achieved in high quality undergraduate-

education and in faculty involvement in the frontiers of disciplinary research.

If Jencks and Riesman have provided a rather ambivalent chronicle of the academic
ct

revolution, Talcott Parsons and Gerald Platt have writteri an apotheosis of its

24
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principles. The American University (1973) is predicated upon the revolutionary

)

axiom that graduate training and research is the core sector of the university

where the commitment_Io cognitive rationality is translated intotthe,canons

of the various disciplines. When these same disciplines are taugh't at the

undergraduate level the Professors fundton,as role-models and socializing agents

foi- students, thereby upgrading students' cognitive rat nalitY while simultaneously.

7
promoting its internalization and integratiOn. As indicated earlier in'this paper,

this/Procem opertes adMirably within at least the elite'sector of American higher

. .

education--the sector that provided the inspiration for the Parsons-Platt ideal

type. But, realistically, how effective has it been for the middling grads,

especially the half of American collegians clustered in those middling institutions

created by theiSdemic revolution?

Neil Smelser touched On just this question in an Epilogue to The Amprican

University. He suggested that the cognitive upgrading that occurred in those

middling colleges vd universities Was probably accompanied by a considerably

diminfshed degree of socialization, and that this would cast 5ome serious doubts

upon its impact on graduatesi However, Smelser's highly theoretical reservations

actually,came.in the wake of a more widely publicized, and more policy-oriented,

reaction to the academic revolution--the Report on Higher Education (1971)

sponsored by the H.E.W. Office of Education and chaired by Frank Newman. The

Newman Report, as it is usually talled, specifically condemned several integral

features of the academic revolution or the Parsons-Matt concepti,on of higher

Peddcation caused by the emulation of the research universitiy and "reforms

.designed to make undergraduateducation more like graduata education." It also

criticized the "lock'step" Whereby students reflexively followed high school with

four years of college, and disapprovingly noted the uncritical and inappropriate

valuation that American society then seemed to be placing on college credentials.

The authors of the Newman Report, like Smelser, felt that the current system

?,5
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was especially failing to meet the needs of students at non-selective institutions

in the middle of the academic ranks. Their remedy for these.deficiencies baskally
,

4
involved promoting a wider range otoptions.in undergraduate education. They

particularly wanted to.interrupt the usual pattern of college'-going, so that

students could acquire the skills they felt they needed When they felt .they'needed

them: The Newman Report-thus leads to a series'of c6nclusions that are diametrical-

opposite those implied, by the Parsons-Platt analysis. It.puts forth,"skills

and training" as the ends Of -ollege leaisning--i.e. the dirett_produCts of

cognitive investment; whereas the process products of a college education emerge

from The American University as the most important oUtcomes. Instead of social,

ization to rational modes of behavior in the university, the Newman Eeport.would

like young people to become socialized to the world of work, and to relate to

the university as a recurrent source of instrumental knowledge. For both sets

of authors-no particular subjects are inherently necessary to the curriculum;',
IP

however, Parsons and Platt would require that courses conform to the rigorous

professional standards of the academic mode, while the Newman Report advocated
-

scuttling that professionalism in order to introduce practitioner-knowfedge (and

ideally the practitioners too) from the workplace. This 1-ist of contradictions

could obviously be continued, but the fundamental dichotomy-it represents should

by now be fullY apparent. Moreover, it cannot be bridged by. arguin0 that each

altern'ative is appropriate to a different_species of ftudent: the issues involved

are in fact univer-S-al ones. They could be debated just as fiercely at the end

of the seVenties as they were at the beginning. Nevertheless, the writ'ing5 that

have just been discussed, and the wider literature they represent, are specific

to a particular stage in the development of erican higher education. They

constitute the recnnition of and the cominto terms with the academic revolution

of the 1960s.

26
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Thehypertrophy of instrume talef'sm

It has now been approx mategy a decade since the 'consumation _of the

,..
.1+ c

tt:4

academic reVolution. During, years the university college depicted by
-0

Jencks and Riesman has-certainly'c ased being the model of the future, but

the other hand, the counter-revolu ion advocated in the Newman Report has also

failed to materialize. The revolution nevertheless ha clearly begun to unravel.

Not, of course, at.the leading institutions: there acadRirc life largely continues

to be governed by the imperatives.of disciplinary inquiry. But in the 111-rddle ranks,

where the academic revolution brought the disciplines confidently into the

'ascendancy,,their Position as now eroded. And, so has their confidence.- Insti-'

tutions.that during the 1960s sought to boost their academiC prestige have

lately been concerned about establishing remedial programs. If,they shouldbe

so fortunate as td b able to make new appointments; they will undoubtedly be in

instrumental rather than disciplinary departments. In some ways the momentum

of the academi0 Tevolution has scarcely been slowed, most notably perhaps in the

continuing fragmentation and specialization of the disciplinary curriculum. But,

in other fundamental matters the.rea h been evident,. In particular, the

cultivation of academicyalues during.the 1960s caused a significant hoost in

the prestige,and organizational standing of faculty and departments,,but the

tendency of the 1970s has been for acadeMic priorities to be eclipse&by competing

claimants. . The disaiolines, or rather the faculty in their disciplinary roles

and the departments:which'organize disciplinary interests, haVe been findGg

themselves in6reasingly on the defensive.

The reasons most Commonly invoked to account for.this defensiveness are

basically external to the dfscipline themselves; -The widespread institutional

austerity of the late seven'ties significantly diMinshed the resources supporting

research and scholarship. 'The cessation of growth in full!time, four-year
*

programs and the relative immobility which this imposed upon the academic

4.0"
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profession have had a chilling effect upon the mbitions of both institutions

and individuals.. In addition, this essay has attempted to argue that there

were weaknesses inherent in the situAtion of the disciplinec. The inertia of

the academic revolution carried narrowly disciplinary criteria :into the education

of middling grads and the curricula of middling institutions where they were

scarcely appropriate. However, the disciplines also undermined their own position"

through their very success. The victory of a sophisticated and specialized

disciplinary curriculum occurred at the expense of the notion of general education.

FrederiCk Rudolph conclUdes his history of the American undergraduatie curriculum

with the observation that efforts to sustain general education amount to "Artificial

respiration of a lifeless ideal" (1977, p. 288).\ The.notion that an educated

persdn ought to be acquainted with certain particular subjects was obviously done

iti.by the enormous expansion and specialization of.disciplihary knowlechge together

with the organizatiobal imperatives of disciplinary departments. Its disappearance,

however, has left the disCiplines naked in the mahketplace. The "hIltory of

Western Civilization," for example, could make a special claim for inclusion in

the curriculum as amemhodiment of our heritage, but no such claim carries

credibility for "Selected Problems in European History." ,The imperium of the

New Criticism in English partments has undermined the human stic claims of

the study of literature in much the same way. Of course, the losTs of sacrosanct

status by some subjects made more room in the sun for new disciplines, pseudo-

disciplines or disciplinary hybrids. However, the prevaPence af the notion that

all subjects are inherently equal with respect to a bachelor's degree has brought

.all disciplines and instrumental sutjects into competition for student enrollments:

From what has already been ,said about disciplines it sflould be clear that

they are not well-suited for this kind of competition. Disciplines are essential-

ly closed intellectual domains: .Alihough they present intelleCtual excitement
A

and challenge, to those within-, their allure is usuallyjess obvious to outsiders.
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Departments in recent years have attempted to boost their F.T.E.'s by basing

7-
-

courses upon popular and "relevant" contemporary issues. But, this all too
\

often has.meant abandoning the Well-defined puzzles of the disciplinary matrix

in order to grapple inconclusively with intrectable problems of the real world.

Interdisciplinary courses can present sithilar difficulties by drawing the

teacher outside his or her domain of competence. Insofar as they ask teachers

to teach what they do not'in fact know, courses designed for marketability raise

stme serious pedagogical questions. In any case, such courses represent little

more than the fringe of the disciplinary curriculum. The disciplines as a whole

have been losing ground during this dedde chiefly to the instrumental or

mocational fields.

Liberal learning and instrumental knowledge have coexisted throughout

,

the history of American higher education in ever shifting proportions. The

academic revolution, in conjunction with the general disrepute among the young

of anything associated with materialism, expanded the disciplinary share of

enrollments to what surely must have been a secular-peak at the end of th 1960s

(recall' Table 1). The resurgence of instrumental majcirs in the 1970s caused

the disciplines first to experience a:percentage decline and then an absolute

decline in the number of graduates. Legislators, public officials and educators,

disenchanted with the academic revolution could interpret this change as evidence

that AmerTcan higher education was becoming more "useful"--was becoming better,

'articulated'with the needs of the nation's economy. But, has this in fact been

the case?

The relitionship between an instrumental education and a subsequent

oecupation can take,one of theee basic configurations. 1 If an instrumental

education makes worker sufficiently mor productive in h ssjob to cover the

viage premium paid f that education, th it would obviously be economically

justified. 2) When :instrumental graduate merely displaces another graduate

>
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by receiKing priority in the labor'queue for a training opportunity, then

the situation is equivalent to a zero-sum game. Or, 3) if an instrumental

graduale displaces someone with less education without becoming more effective

in tqe workplace, then the result is the inflation of credentials associated

with that position. Credential inflation necessarily fnvolves social costs,

even though individuals with credentials may prove to be beneficiaries. The

:
traditional professions naturally have no reason to doubt the legitimacy of their

educAtional base. Typically they rest upon a foundation of theoreticpl knoWledge

that is best conveyed in a classroom (engineering, law, architecture, accountancy).

Some, especially the health professions, depend heavily upon formalized types

of apprenticeship arrangements. Instrumental education in these cases is
1

.

obviously indispensible for exercising the profession, and sometimes also'

.simulates on-the-job training. Cases 2 and 3 AboVe are most likely to occur in

the more amorphous, non-technical professions or recently upgraded fields where

the relationship between theory and application is tenuous at best.

In discussing the introduction of business courtes in higher education

,
Jencks and Riesman note that "t e desire for professional training predated

the existence of a body of knowl'dqe needed by practitioners" (p. 203). This

is typically the situation in-eMerging professions. Business schools have made

some progress in developing a.theoretical and recondite curriculum by incorporat-

ing organizational analAs, quantitative techniques, game theory and the case

method; hdwever, the real significance of most business education continues to

be as a normative control (Collins 1979). Moreover, for most non-technical

professional programs the relationship between course work and real work reMains'

uncertain. A recent national report on the state of police education, for example,

4 %

criticized'the emphasis on 'practical police skills in the country s 1200 programs

as sterile and misguided, and recommended strengthenimi the general education

received by police.3

5' 0
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The irrelevance of classroom material for the intended-profession is"

hardly a deterrent to students as long as such studies lead to eiority in the

labor queues, or direct rewards for those alre

%
employed. Thus, the competitive

environment of the late 1970s in hfgher educati10 --students desperate for jobs

and colleges desperate for students--has been highly condutive to the creation

of instrumental programs lte irrespective of their economic justification. And,,

these,forces have been reinforced by conditions in the labor market. Given the

surfeit of potential graduate employees, employers tend to give precedence to

specialized instrumental'graduates for no other reason than to scale down the
a

la applicant pool to a manage-able size (cf. Dore 1976). .This tendancy is further

exacerbated by the sinking prestige of disciplinary graduates during this decade

and the plight of the middling grads already discussed.
4

However, such employer

behavior eliminates jobs froni the general graduate labor queue in favor of smeller

specialized queues. In the end there is ever greater pressure for colleges to

offer, andffor students to seek, instf-umental specializations. .

There is every reason to believe, then, that the evolution away frow

-disciplinary educiation toward instrumental education will continue into-the 1980s.

Yet, insofar as the changes at the margin will involVe the transfer of what would

have been middling grads into emergent instrumental prog or for that matter

into over-enrolled established ones like business, these changes'are unlikely to

improve either the productivity of graduate labor or.the articulation, of higher

education with the labor market. Rather, it will affect the identity of those

who secure certain categories of graduate jobs, and it will create nearly

irresistable pressures for continued credential inflation. Thus, individuals who ,

opt for instrumental over disciplinary studies may be rewarded in the short run

with battgr entry-level positions, but their choice may also inVolve the

sacrifice of long-range benefits that defy the calculus of financial interest.

4
The instrumental curricula are generally poOrer in the process product§

.1 :ft
14h
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associated with higher education, and also have an even more diluted'cultural

content than disciplinary subjects. ,Instrumental graduates consequently may

(be said to be in an important sense Tess educated than the middling graduates

of the disciplines, and more importntly, less-capable of sustaining their

intellectual growth over the.next 40+ years of their active lives. Collegiate

years devoted to the diffuse and formless contents of some instrumental majors,

0 in this sense, represent an opportunity lost, .

A college curriculum ultimately represents the competencies of the faculty,

and forthat fundamental reason it can on.ly change gradually by bits and pieces.

Sustained incrementa-kmovement in one direction can nevertheless Produce rather

far-reaching tranSformations. Thus, the academic revolution of the 1960s caused

an unprecedented efflorescence of disciplinary scholac-ship, but at the same ame

assured the demise of general education. The vocational trend of the 1970s, whose

end is nowhere in sight, has already diminished the prestige and the vitality of

the disciplines, and compromised to some extent the intellectual goals of collegiate

education; however, it is difficult to belieN(e that thest losses have been compen-

sated by increases in the economic productivity of these college graduates. In

fact, the motivation for this trend has been as much emotional as economic: both

students and institutions have reacted'to,the weakness of their market Positions

with'a certain sense of desperatj-on. Yet, all evidence would seem to suggest

that the.connection between the instrumental knowledge that can be conveyed in a

college classrdom and the instrumental knowledge 'that is utilized the wor4lace

is too tenuous.and indirect to serve as the chief jktification of American higher

education. Ascolleges move to embrace vocationalism'as their prirm,ipal mission,

they can only do so at the expense of disinterested learning for which they are

far better suited. Ingeneous instrumental programs and sophisticated marketin'g
f -

techniques may be able to-keep some institutional balance Mieets temporarily in

the blackbut only by eating away at the moral and intellectual capital on which

3 2
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those institutions ultimately rest. .Consider the local proprietary school

which advertises for students by promising, "no extraneous courses: what you

0 in the classroom is what you'll do on the job." By so saying it defines.,

perfectly the dividing line between colleges and trade schools.- If colleges are

to regain their former morale, and college degrees their former prestige, some

compelling justification must be found for the extraneOus-=for the developmental

and cultural attributes that 4-e formerly associated with a coll6ge graduate.

The obstacles to such a rehabilitation certainly appear formidable. No consensus

*
seems to exist any longer on the cultural content of general education;.the

organizational imperatives of academic disciplines are oriented toward the

. -

relentless pursqlt of new knowledge,'not the integration of interpretation of

what is already known; and, market forces seem to favor vocationalism4regardless

of its validity: Yet, shaping the intellectual maturation of young people and

widening their cultural horizons has traditionally been the strength and the

mission of American undergraduate education. Perhaps during the next decade,

and &wing the educational depression it promises to bring, those institutions

which most successfully draw upon that source of strength will prove to be most

capable of survival. 1.f not, the vitality of intellectual life throughout.the

broad middleiof the academic hierarchy wil:1 deteriorate badly, while the research

,)
.

sector becomes more isollated, more elitist, and possib) _4.re resented as well.

This is not anlattr-cle6/e prospect. But, if the pedagogical ideals that have

sustained American collegiate educaiion are Sacrificed to vocationalism-on campus,

it is doubtful that they will_ be respected or-supported in'society at large.
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FOOTNOTES

. (
1

In a longer perspective it is clear that the enrollment distribution
for 1968 is the aberration. From the time that teachers began receiving
bachelor's degrees (about 1930) instrumental majors have constituted the
majority of American college graduates. Their majority increased steadily
during the 19305, and stood above 60% in the 1950s before declining in the
1960s. However, removing education majors from this category makes the
recent trend more stark: in only nine years (1968-77) non-education s

instrumental majors increased from 27.3% of araduates to 42,3%. A similai'
level was attained'in the ear 1950s, but tilis category then included a

)1-1
far higher proportion of engin rs. See, Frank C. Pierson, The Education of
American Businessmen, (N.Y.: 1959), Appendices 1 & 11.

2
National Center for Educational Statistics,.Digest of Educational

Statistics, 1977-78, (Washington, D.C:: 1978). Note that only fulI-time
graduate and professional students are included-in these estimations.

3
National Advisory Commission on the Higher Education of Police Officers,

The lualit of Police Education (1978), reported in The Chronicle of Higher.
Education, 27 Nov. 1978).

4
For white males the general graduate labor queue has been, in effect,

further shrunk by the impact of affirmative action during the 1970s. It is
precisely in the areas where employment criteria are vaguest that affirmative
action pressures have been most effective in securing positions for women and
minorities.

s.
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